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1. Introduction

1. Pick a hard sub-process and generate its kinematics according to a fixed order matrix element
and a given PDF parameterization.
2. Allow incoming and outgoing legs to generate bremsstrahlung according to a parton shower
model, effectively resumming large logarithms from soft and collinear poles.
3. Include additional parton-parton scatterings according to some model to get a reasonable
description of the underlying event.
4. Hadronize all outgoing partons together with the beam remnants according to some model
to obtain a hadronic final state.
5. Decay unstable hadrons.
In each of these steps, it is easy to identify precision problems. The matrix elements used in (1)
are typically calculated to leading order (LO) and only include a very limited number of external
legs. The parton showers in (2) will at best resum emissions to next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL)
precision, but often only the leading logarithms are correct beyond the leading colour (Nc → ∞)
approximation. Furthermore, the models for hadronization and multi-parton interactions (3 and 4)
inherently depend on non-perturbative assumptions, the precision of which are typically beyond
formal control.
Furthermore, the parton shower resummation is done in the framework of collinear factorization, and it is clear that with the large energy at LHC one would assume that small-x effects should
become important and the need for k⊥ -factorization apparent.
In the following I will discuss briefly recent developments to increase the precision of event
generators and raise some questions concerning the small-x issue.

2. The NLO revolution
The last decade has seen formidable progress in the calculation of matrix elements with several
external legs to next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD2 . There now even exist programs where such
1 i.e.

Herwig++ [1], PYTHIA [2] and SHERPA [3].
cannot possible do justice to all results of these intricate calculations, and here limit the references to the more
conceptual papers [5–14], which made this progress possible.
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The importance of Monte Carlo event generators in high energy physics has increased tremendously as the complexity of experiments and analysis has developed during the last couple of
decades. Today, no one would dream of designing a new collider or detector without extensive
studies using event generators, nor would any analysis be made without detailed checking of predictions from event generators to get a detailed understanding of the physics and systematics of the
observables studied.
Up until recently, however, the standard event generators have been lacking somewhat in precision. All current general purpose event generators1 basically implement the same structure for
generating fully exclusive events (see [4] for a detailed review of the physics of general purpose
event generators):
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hOiNLO =

Z

d φn (Bn +Vn ) On +

Z

d φn+1 Bn+1 On+1 ,

(2.1)

where Bn is the LO matrix element, Vn is the virtual contribution and Bn+1 is the real emission
contribution. To avoid the fact that both the real emission and virtual contributions are both infinite,
the standard technique is to introduce a subtraction functions Sn+1 with the same divergencies as
the real emission contribution, but allows for analytical integration to cancel the divergences of the
virtual terms,
hOiNLO =

Z



Z
Z
d φn Bn +Vn + d φ+1 Sn+1 On + d φn+1 (Bn+1 − Sn+1 ) On+1 .

(2.2)

The idea behind NC@NLO is based on the fact that parton shower splitting functions exactly cancel
the divergencies in the desired way, and using these one can then simply generate the two samples
(with n and n + 1 jets) and add the parton shower to each and then add the samples together without
any double counting of terms.
3 In a later development of CKKW-L, the dependence on the merging scale can be almost completely removed using

a technique described in [23].
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matrix elements can be generated automatically, the most used one being MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
[15].
The problem with these calculations has been to properly combine them with parton shower
programs to obtain a reasonable description of the fully hadronic final states, but recently there has
been great progress also in this area.
The main difficulties in combining matrix elements and parton showers has been the fact that
both include terms in the expansion of αS and it is crucial to avoid double counting. For the
distribution of one extra jet from the parton shower it is sometimes possible to make a correction of
the splitting functions used in the shower [16] and although attempts have been made to generalize
this to higher jet multiplicities and even to NLO [17, 18], no working implementation exists yet for
LHC.
For multiple hard jets there instead exist a number of schemes for combining tree-level matrix
elements with different multiplicities. The problem here is that since matrix element calculations in
general are inclusive (gives at least n jets), it is not possible to blindly add different jet multiplicities
together. This was first solved in the so-called CKKW(-L) algorithms [19] ( [20]), by reweighting
the matrix element states with the no-emission probabilities a parton shower would use, to obtain
exclusive event. The algorithms also involves a merging scale to regularize the divergencies in the
matrix elements, and a procedure to ensure that only the matrix element populate the phase space
above this scale and that the parton shower populates the full phase space below. These and similar
schemes (e.g. [21] and [22]) suffers from a small dependence on the merging scale which, although
it formally is below the precision of the shower, makes it difficult to take the scale too low.3
To obtain increased precision we need to go to beyond tree-level matrix elements. However,
this means we have to be even more careful when adding parton showers. There are two basic
methods for this, MC@NLO [24] and POWHEG [25]. Symbolically one can describe an NLO
calculation for an n-jet observable as follows
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The POWHEG strategy corresponds to calculating a K-factor for each n-jet phase space point,
symbolically
Z
B̄n = Bn +Vn +

d φ+1 Bn+1 ,

(2.3)

3. The small-x conundrum
At HERA, one of the most striking results was the sharp rise of the gluon distribution at
small x. Although this could be described by standard NLO DGLAP evolution, there were several
4 available

in PYTHIA8 and soon also in Herwig++.
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and then generating the first emission using the ratio Bn+1 /Bn rather than the standard parton
shower splitting functions (similarly to what was done in [16]) and then continuing with the normal
parton shower.
MC@NLO and POWHEG are equivalent to NLO precision, but differ in higher orders since
contrary to MC@NLO, in POWHEG the emission of a second parton is multiplied with the NLO
K-factor.
It is important to realize that when generating events with these procedures, not all observables
measured on these events will come out correct to NLO. As an example, if we generate the process
pp → Z 0 to NLO, any observable that depends on one extra jet will only be correct to LO. Hence,
the rapidity of the Z 0 is correct to NLO, while the transverse momentum is only correct to LO, since
this transverse momentum must be balanced by a jet. To get the transverse momentum distribution
of Z 0 correct to NLO, we therefore need to start with the NLO matrix element for Z 0 + 1-jet.
But then the problem is that the NLO corrections become unstable for small transverse momenta,
requiring a resummation of large logarithms in addition, to obtain sensible results.
This problem has now been solved in the latest developments in the field, and there is now
several available schemes for combining NLO event samples for several multiplicities into one
run so that predictions for any observable supported by one of the NLO calculations will come
out correct to NLO. The first method is based on CKKW-L and was outlined in [26] and first
implemented for LHC processes in SHERPA [27, 28]. It involves a careful expansion of the noemission probabilities in the parton shower, removing the terms which are already included in any
of the NLO calculation used.
As for the tree-level CKKW-L algorithms mentioned above, there is a dependence on the
merging scale used to separate the parton shower and matrix element regions of phase space, and
in order to not destroy the precision of one jet multiplicity when adding a NLO calculation for a
higher multiplicity, it is important not to take this merging scale too low. This problem is solved in
the so-called UNLOPS scheme4 [29, 30] where higher multiplicity event samples are both added
as is, and subtracted from lower multiplicity samples by reclustering emissions.
Two other algorithms for multi-jet NLO matching should be mentioned. The so-called FxFx
scheme [31] is similar to the ones above but is based on the MLM scheme for tree-level merging
[21]. This also has a merging scale dependence, but it is not clear how large it is. The final technique
is called MiNLO [32] and is based on an analytic resummation of the one-jet NLO calculation
ensuring that also the zero-jet NLO cross section is correct. This method has no merging scale at
all, but it is unclear how it can be extended to higher multiplicities.
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4. Conclusions
The event generators have now entered the precision era. In a near future the state-of-the-art
will be to make predictions for any observable to NLO precision, using multi-jet NLO matching.
Before too long we can also expect to see proper NNLO predictions (see e.g. [41] and [32]).
Also, a lot of progress has been made in improving generators for minimum bias physics and
multi-parton interactions. But here we inevitably enter the non-perturbative domain, where formal
precisions is hard to obtain.
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